
LEATHERBAGS FOR EVERYDAY ELEGANCE





Upper East Side marries Swedish Grace in Bolinder Stockholm, the 
essence of understated chic. In a true labor of love, Handcrafted, 
using fine napa leather and superb artisanal craftsmanship, these 
wearable pieces of art blend contemporary functionality with an 
innovative yet timeless design. Made for the discerning woman 
with an intellectual approach to fashion and her sense of style, 
Bolinder handbags embody subtle luxury and are always appropriate, 
taking the look from day to night. The line’s signature handstitched 
square motif, exquisite magenta leather interior and unique handle, 
making them unmistakably Bolinder.

Behind this newly-established eponymous label is Ulrika Bolinder, 
a designer whose passion for bags goes back to playing with her 
mother’s couture handbags as a little girl. Ulrika’s mother, Monica 
Ekman was an Eileen Ford ’It’ girl, a genuine, Pucci-clad, 
Swedish blonde, with an apartment on the Upper East Side, who 
personified effortless Scandinavian elegance and the American dream. 
Growing up with such a mother was an adventure, with tales of epic 
photo shoots and movie sets intertwined with home life – jazz 
on the turntable, her doll carriage on the sidewalk and sledding in 
Central Park. Ulrika’s strongest memory is nonetheless the coveted 
handbags, small treasure troves of style, colorful peepholes into a 
grownup world. And so, the first bag is called Grace, inspired by 
her mother’s effortless style. The start of it all.



COCKTAIL



COCKTAIL

The beginning of it all. The first of the Bolinder Stockholm bags. 
A true homage to New York in the 60:s. The small but still 
characteristic look. To wear both at the party and the gala dinner.

THE COCKTAIL



The Bolinder Stockholm signature pattern. Made by hand, the 
seams are a wink to New York in the sixties and the characteristic 
look of the city’s streets and avenues. 
Making it unmistakably Bolinder Stockholm.

THE MANHATTAN SQUARE

SOFIA MINI TOTE



SOFIA MINI TOTE



The unique look of the bag and the lovely feeling of holding it in 
your hand, making it to an art detail in itself in the true love of 
craftsmanship.

THE HANDLE







Inspired by the bag of my mother. With a 
size that can take you for a mini weekend. 
Big enough for your dreams, small enough 
to make them come true.

THE TRAVEL BAG



The Bolinder Stockholm bags are made of finely 
tanned leather with beautiful variations in color and 
texture. Our leather is carefully selected for its hand 
feel and durability.



COCKTAIL TOTE



Adding that everyday elegance feeling at work. The wide 
bottom and the midsection made to help you get better 
organized. Having that stability we need. Yet with style.

THE TOTE





MESSENGER



BRIEFCASE



MINI BUCKET



MINI TOTE



It was specially made for the Opera trio Divine at The Nobel 
Festivity 2013. The elegance in silver showed to the World 
accompanying the voices that carried through the City Hall.

THE CLUTCH





BUSINESS



BUSINESS





GRAND CENTRAL COLLECTION



Cordura fabric is a collection of fabrics made for use in a wide 
array of products from luggage and backpacks to boots, mili-
tary wear and performance apparel. Cordura brand fabrics are 
recognized for their long-lasting durability and resistance to 
abrasions, tears and scuffs.

CORDURA



Our signature pattern, the Manhattan square, 
sewn manually with one seam at a time.  
Craftsmanship matters.



JET SET BUCKET



JET SET BUCKET

The term “Jet set” is attributed to Igor Cassini, who became the 
Hearst newspaper gossip columnist “Cholly Knickerbocker” during 
the 50s. His brother, Oleg Cassini, was the man who designed for 
Jackie Kennedy whilst she was First Lady of the United States.



Because I need a bag perfect for the weekends when 
visiting museums and galleries. Still having space for the 
small but essential things. Still with everyday elegance.

THE DINNER BAG





With Tote Burgundy on Manhattan NYC



THE BURGUNDY COLLECTION



INTERIOR IN ROYAL MAGENTA LEATHER



Upper East marries Swedish Grace in Bolinder Stockholm, the essence 
of understated chic. Matching timelessness with everyday elegance.



We´ve found our favorite place. Where is yours? 


